Abstract. Using results of a previous theoretical treatment of antiproton capture by helium and neon atoms, the energies and angular distributions of the electrons emitted in the capture process are analyzed for various incident antiproton energies. The emitted electron energies are considerably higher for the neon target than for the helium target. The electron energies increase with increasing incident antiproton energies, but this dependence is fairly weak. The angular distributions of the emitted electrons are approximately isotropic. They are similar for helium and neon and depend only weakly on the antiproton energy. The angular distributions of uncaptured antiprotons at similar and somewhat higher collision energies are also presented.
INTRODUCTION
In capture of antiprotons (p), one or more electrons are ionized and carry off the binding energy. In this process, multiple electronic continua come into play and electronelectron as well as antiproton-electron correlation may be important. Manyp-capture experiments have been done with the noble-gas atoms, as well as with simple and complex molecules. However, these experiments were done in media where multiple collisions occurred and only the resulting x rays were detected. It has previously not been possible to measure the cross section for capture at a specific incident energy or to detect the emitted particle energies and angles resulting from a single collision. The recently developed source of slow antiprotons trapped in near vacuum (antiproton decelerator, AD, at CERN), has changed this picture. The anticipated experiments [1, 2] will provide a rigorous test on our understanding [3] . The purpose of the present calculations is to provide some guidance for the requirements of experimental detectors, including the energies and angles of the emitted particles, as well as the magnitudes of the cross sections.
Most of the detailed theory has been done for the hydrogen atom [4, 5] , while capture by this simplest target is yet to be examined experimentally. Several theoretical treatments of the hydrogen atom have shown that the capture energy primarily goes to target ionization with the ionized electron carrying off relatively little kinetic energy, as predicted by the adiabatic-ionization model [6] . Capture by multielectron atomic targets involves additional questions: (i) are more than one electron ionized, (ii) is the target atom left in its ground electronic state immediately after capture, and (iii) are the electrons ionized with very low kinetic energy? The analog to the adiabatic-ionization model would suggest the answer to (i) is the minimum number consistent with a positive answer to (ii) and (iii).
Treating multi-electron targets requires a theoretical method capable of treating all electron dynamics, including multiple ionization and correlation. Previous work showed that muon-electron correlation in capture by the hydrogen atom is essential [7] . Except for the one-electron atomic target, these demands exceed the capability of any existing fully quantum-mechanical method, but are treatable by the quasiclassical method known as fermion molecular dynamics (FMD) [8] . The FMD method uses pseudopotentials to approximate quantum-mechanical behavior and formulate the problem within Hamilton's equations of motion. It accounts for the three-dimensional, correlated motion of all electrons. It may be noted that obtaining detailed differential results, like the energies and angles of the particles in the final state, in addition to the total capture cross section, is much easier with a quasiclassical method than with a completely quantum-mechanical method. The capture cross sections for helium and neon have been previously published [9] . In the present work, these results are further analyzed to obtain the differential quantities.
THE FERMION MOLECULAR DYNAMICS (FMD) METHOD
The FMD method [8] utilizes the Kirschbaum-Wilets ansatz for atomic structure [10] . In this model, pseudopotentials V H and V P constrain the quasiclassical dynamics to satisfy the Heisenberg uncertainty and Pauli exclusion principles, respectively. The multielectron atom, which does not exist classically, is stabilized and possesses a shell structure [11] . Similar terms are included for the exotic atom structure, but have little effect since it is formed in highly excited states, which behave nearly classically according to the correspondence principle.
The FMD effective Hamiltonian for the system is written
where H 0 is the usual Hamiltonian of the system containing the kinetic energies of all particles and the Coulomb potentials for all pairs of particles. The extra terms are of the form
and 
where the parameter ξ reflects the size of the core (Heisenberg or Pauli) while α is a hardness parameter. The only way in which we deviate from the original prescription of Kirschbaum and Wilets is to use values of ξ H and ξ P optimized for the target atom, rather than the universal values [11] , and softer values of α H and α P as recommended by Beck and Wilets [12] , α H = 2.0 and α P = 1.0. The values of ξ H and ξ P were determined by nonlinear least-square fits of H FMD to match the experimental first ionization potential (IP 1 ) and nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock total binding energy (E tot ) of the target atom: ξ H = 0.9343 for He; ξ H = 1.1311 and ξ P = 1.511 for Ne. This procedure is appropriate since the first ionization potential is expected to be most important for the capture dynamics and the higher ionization potentials will be correct on the average if the total energy is accurate.
The present calculations treat all electrons explicitly. The 6(N e + 2) equations of motion, for the antiproton, the nucleus, and the target electrons, are solved in the laboratory frame. The target nucleus is initially stationary at the origin, and the projectile is started at x = −10a 0 with impact parameter y = b chosen by uniform sampling of ranges of b 2 until converged. The target is initially orientated by a random Euler rotation.
Some indication of the accuracy of the FMD method can be gained from the FMD calculation of capture by the hydrogen atom [5] , which is in excellent agreement with an accurate quantum-mechanical calculation [13] . Quantum-mechanical all-electron calculations for multielectron targets are beyond present theoretical capabilities. However, the FMD calculations, as well as calculations using the Fermi-Teller method (based on the Thomas-Fermi model of the atom), indicate that electrons inside the valence shell cannot be ignored. An effective one-electron method used for capture of antiprotons by the noble-gas atoms gave cross sections much too small for all the targets except helium [14] .
RESULTS

Capture cross sections and electron ionization
Antiproton capture cross sections have been calculated for all the noble-gas atoms using the FMD method [15] . The results are given in Figure 1 as a function of the c.m. system energy. The capture cross sections extend to collision energies well over 100 eV for all the atoms except He. For helium, the capture cross section decreases rapidly at collision energies exceeding its first ionization potential [16, 9] ; this behavior is similar to that of the hydrogen atom and can be interpreted as quasi-adiabatic ionization (strictly adiabatic ionization of helium cannot occur since the united-atom limit ofp+He is bound). µ -+Ne n=16 expt. analysis FIGURE 3. Number of residual bound electrons [9] when μ − Ne reaches n = 16. The dashed histogram includes weakly bound electrons (case i); the solid histogram counts only electrons that would still be bound after electron-electron Auger relaxation (case ii). The hatched area shows the results of the experimental analysis [22] ; the cross-hatched area corresponds to n e = 4.7.
The distribution of initial capture n quantum numbers are shown in Figure 2 forp capture by He. At the time analyzed (∼ 0.3 ps) 20% of the atoms still retain one electron (another FMD calculation [16] found this fraction to be 22%). A similar conclusion has been reached by comparing the Auger and radiative lifetimes of the states [18] . Experiments have shown that only ∼ 3% of the atoms retain an electron until much longer μs times, but the quasiclassical treatment is not valid for such long times. The electrons in the long-lived atoms reside in near-circular orbits, l = n−1. Experimentally, long-lived states with n > 40 are absent [17] . The absence of states with n > 50 at long times is easily explained since initial states with n > 50, but l < 49 (approximately the largest l populated [3] ), will not be metastable. Theory indicates that states with 40 < n < 50 do exist at earlier times but are destroyed by collisions before the experimental observations at μs times [18, 19, 20] . There is also some experimental evidence for such quenching [21] .
Unlike helium, the capture cross sections for the heavier atoms display no obvious alteration in behavior at collision energies near their ionization energies, which is the maximum collision energy at which ionization of a single electron, carrying off zero kinetic energy, suffices to capture the incident exotic particle. We interpret this smoothness as due to the fact that electron correlation in the heavier atoms enables excitation or ionization of additional electrons. Generally, the capture cross sections at a given energy increase monotonically with the Z of the noble gas.
The increase in the cross sections, especially at higher E, with increasing Z suggests that electron correlation is important, so elimination of electrons in favor of a core potential would have to be done with great care. Although the quasiclassical method may overestimate correlation, it seems clear that multiple electrons participate in the capture and any one-electron method is destined to fail.
Since it is found that the kinetic energies of the ionized electrons are relatively small [9] , it is evident that captures at high energies require ionization of multiple electrons. In subsequent internal Auger processes, more electrons may be ionized if not refilled in collisions. We certainly want to characterize the state before this time, even though the "instant" of capture is not a well-defined quantity. To model an existing experimental analysis for μ − capture in neon [22] , calculations have been done in which each μ − +Ne trajectory is followed until the principal quantum number n = 16 is reached. The number of electrons remaining at this point is important to the subsequent cascade. The ion is actually in a shake-up state and some electrons will be spontaneously removed by purely electron-electron interactions. We attempt to deal with this situation by utilizing two limiting measures of the number of bound electrons: (i) counting all remaining electrons, no matter how weakly bound and (ii) counting only the electrons that would remain bound if electronic Auger processes proceeded to completion while the exotic particle remained frozen in the level n = 16. The latter measure is approximated by comparing the energy of the electronic system with the ground-state energy of the ion having just lower energy. The minimum number of residual electrons is obtained by supposing that each ejected electron carries off negligible kinetic energy. The effective number of electrons should lie in between these two measures. The numbers of bound electrons, determined by these two measures, are shown in Figure 3 . The experimental analysis [22] found a best fit for μ − Ne at n = 16 with n e = 4.7 +0.8 −0.3 . The fractional value of n e was interpreted as a mixture of the next lower and next higher integer charges, though higher and lower charge states cannot really be precluded. This experimental distribution agrees well with the measure (ii). This finding is consistent with both the fast reaction times for the light electrons and the weak interaction between the muon and very diffuse electrons. A similar situation can be expected to hold forpNe.
Electron energy and angular distributions
As discussed above, the number of electrons ionized in capture of an antiproton (or negative muon) is not a well-defined quantity unless a specific excited state of the exotic atom is specified. Additional electrons may be ionized in the Auger-radiative-collisional cascade toward the ground state, which will ultimately be reached unless particle decay (in the case of μ − ) or nuclear annihilation (in the case ofp) occurs first. The energy, and possibly angle, of the electron can be expected to depend on the stage at which emission occurs. All are emitted by Auger processes, but an Auger process due to thē p-e − interaction is quite different from one due to a e − -e − interaction. We, somewhat arbitrarily, consider only the electrons that are emitted before thep is definitely captured (determined on the basis that thep no longer has sufficient energy available to escape).
The kinetic energies and the angular distributions of these electrons are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for helium and neon. The jaggedness of the curves is thought to be mostly due to the Monte Carlo statistics. Electrons at distances greater than 3a 0 , at the end of the trajectory integration, are assumed to be ionized. This choice of distance is rather arbitrary, but is mandated, in part, by the criteria previously used to determine the final state, which was concerned only with converging the antiproton capture. Anyway, the present results are not found to be too sensitive to the choice of ionization distance, although the ending time of the trajectory integrations does cause subsequent ionizations due to internal Auger ionization to be missed.
The average numbers of electrons ionized, at this point in time, is 1.7 for helium and 3.9 for neon. These numbers should not be taken too seriously for three reasons: (i) the calculation has been stopped at relatively short times, (ii) the quasiclassical treatment is not expected to be accurate for e − -e − Auger processes, and (iii) radiation is not taken into account. Such a short time is probably not resolvable in experiments. Radiation does not play a significant role in the initial capture, but is important in the subsequent cascade. It is evident in Figure 3 that more electrons are ionized at later times due to the relaxation of the shake-up state.
The kinetic energies of the emitted electrons are shown in Figure 4 . They peak at very low, but nonzero, energies. The energies increase somewhat as the incident antiproton energy increases. This increase, as well as a peak at nonzero energy, is consistent with a diabatic interpretation, in which the ionization width is zero at the crossing into the continuum and higher collision energies enable deeper penetration before the occurrence of ionization. It is found that the electron energies are similar whether or not capture occurs, so only the totals are shown in Figure 4 . Capture occurs if the sum of the potential and kinetic energies of the ejected electrons exceeds the incident antiproton energy (in the c.m. system). Thus capture always accompanies ionization if the collision energy is lower than the first ionization potential. Likewise, capture requires ionization of two or more electrons if the incident energy exceeds the sum of the first ionization potential and the maximum probable electron energy. It is evident from Figure 1 , where the capture cross section for helium falls off rapidly at energies exceeding the first ionization potential, that capture by helium normally entails only single ionization. The second electron is usually ejected fairly quickly thereafter as the antiproton cascades to a lower level, but, as seen in Figure 2 , the electron sometimes stays bound in a metastable state until much longer times.
For neon, it can be seen in Figure 1 that capture is still significant at collision energies much higher than the sum of the first ionization potential (0.79 a.u.) and the maximum probable electron energy ( 1.0 a.u.). This demonstrates the essential role of multiple ionization in capture by the higher-Z elements. The distributions shown include all ejected electrons (up to the time when capture is deemed irreversible). The electrons subsequently ejected in the cascade of the many-electron target may be expected to have larger energies due to the larger quantum transition energies and to be distributed even more isotropically.
The angular distributions of these ionized electrons are shown in Figure 5 . With the number of trajectories run, there does not appear to be any statistically significant difference between the angular distributions for different energies. The distributions appear to be approximately isotropic, with possibly a small deficiency in the orthogonal direction. The angular distributions for helium and neon are similar. 
Angular distributions of scattered antiprotons at low energies
It may also be informative to detect the antiprotons inelastically scattered by the targets but not captured. These particles can be distinguished from the elastically scattered particles by their reduced energies. Their angular distributions are shown in Figure 6 . At collision energies where some capture also occurs, the scattering angles can be seen to be quite large and peak in the backward direction. As the collision energy increases, the scattering moves increasingly toward the forward direction.
